
 

 

Owls Head Airport Advisory Committee 

Airport Moratorium Survey Responses 

October 27, 2022 

 

Dear Reader, 

At the Owls Head annual meeting on August 29, 2022, voters imposed a 180-day 

moratorium on new construction at the Knox County Regional Airport.  The 

moratorium ordained “that the Town Airport Advisory Committee is authorized to 

develop proposed remedial ordinances during the Moratorium for consideration 

by the Town’”. 

The first step taken by the Committee was to create a survey to gather feedback 

from Owls Head residents on the most impactful areas for ordinance remediation.  

By design, it is not a “vote” on airport issues. 

The 1-page survey was mailed to every PO Box and mailbox in Owls Head during 

the first week of October 2022.  Respondents returned their completed surveys 

by mail, email or local drop-off. Each hardcopy survey was numbered 1-900, in 

order to ensure each response was counted just once. 

The following pages are direct scans of the responses received, in survey number 

order. The only modification was to crop off the personal contact information at 

the bottom, to protect the privacy of the respondents. 

At the end of the packet are a few surveys that were returned but not tabulated 

in the results, primarily due to issues regarding the survey numbers. 

These responses are being disseminated for two purposes:  to thank those who 

responded and to share their ideas as testament to the true diversity of opinion 

with regards to the current and future impact of the airport on the Town.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Lauren Dillard, Chair 

Committee Members:  Lauren Swartzbaugh, Michael Keating, Jeremy Shaw and 

Carson Courchaine 

























































































































































































































NOT TABULATED:  NUMBER ILLEGIBLE



NOT TABULATED:  MISSING NUMBER



NOT TABULATED:  MISSING NUMBER



NOT TABULATED:  MISSING NUMBER



NOT TABULATED:  MISSING NUMBER



NOT TABULATED:  MISSING NUMBER



NOT TABULATED:  NOTHING CHECKED & DUPLICATE NUMBER, BUT INCLUDING FOR COMMENTS.


